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Overview 
We try to answer to key questions on energy intensity in Swedish industry sectors in order to understand the key 
determinants of energy intensity in this sector of the economy. Also we try to understand if industrial sectors that 
start initially with high energy intensity reduces its energy intensity growth rate at a much higher rate relative to 
industrial sectors that start at low energy intensity growth. Moreover, we try to understand if the effects of the 
various determinants come though efficiency and/ or activity channel. Additionally, we also look at the 
efficiency and activity channels to energy intensity convergence in Swedish industry sectors. The two key 
answers we addressed are; (1) which are the key factors driving energy intensity levels in Swedish industrial 
sectors and are these factors likely to affect energy intensity vat the efficiency and/or activity channel? (2) is 
there convergence in energy intensity across industrial sectors in Sweden? The last question is important in order 
to provide evidence on the level of knowledge transfer across sectors, especially from leading sectors to 
backward sectors in terms of energy intensity, and use this information in targeting public support for energy 
efficient R&D activities among other things 
 
Methods 
We combined both decomposional analysis and nonparametric regression methods to analyse a panel data for 14 
Swedish industry sectors for the period 1990 to 2008 
 
Results 
These results reveal the following: 
 

a) The energy price has had a negative but linear impact on industrial energy intensity. The negative 
relationship between energy price and energy intensity could be due to factor substitution and/or an 
inefficient use of energy. First, as the price of energy increases, firms may substitute capital and labor 
for the energy input, thus reducing energy intensity. Second, firms may use energy inefficiently (e.g., 
due to information asymmetries, split incentives etc.) but as energy prices increase they become more 
attentive to eventual inefficiencies and decrease energy use (e.g., Mansikkasalo, 2013). These results 
are in line with the findings from Metcalf (2008) for the U.S., utilizing state-level data. 

b) Energy intensity is negatively related to the price of capital and this relationship is also linear. The 
implication is that as the price of capital increases, firms are likely to reduce the capital input and 
replace that with labor. If most of the capital replaced requires significant energy services to operate (as 
is often the case in industrial sectors), energy intensity will decrease with a decrease in capital use, thus 
leading to a negative relationship between energy intensity and price of capital. 

c) The price of labor is positively related to energy intensity, thus suggesting that as price of labor become 
expensive, firms are likely to substitute capital and energy for labor thus increasing energy intensity in 
the process. 

d) The estimated relationship between energy intensity and R&D intensity is constant, in turn suggesting 
an insignificant effect of R&D intensity on energy intensity. A possible explanation for this result is that 
it takes time before R&D activities result in new and applicable technologies and processes, and all 
R&D activities do not necessarily generate any valuable results. Therefore there is a significant time lag 
between R&D expenditures and their effect on the input mix in the production process. A second 
plausible reason is that R&D activities may have opposing effects on the efficiency and activity 
components of energy intensity. This is because the efficiency component is expected to increase with 
R&D activities, especially those activities that result in efficient use of energy and capital inputs. This 
however will have a negative effect through the activity channel since R&D intensity may result in less 
energy intensive economic activity, thus resulting in a negative association between the activity 
component and R&D activities. 

e) Finally, the results indicate a positive relationship between energy intensity and capacity 
underutilization. However, the slope is almost flat, suggesting a rather small positive effect of capacity 
underutilization. The positive effect supports the hypothesis that more energy per output is needed to 
run production in a factory or industry operating below full capacity than at full capacity due to the 
fixed requirements to run a production process. However, the relatively flat slope could be due to 
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opposing effects from the two components of energy intensity (efficiency versus activity), which reduce 
the combined effect on energy intensity. 

 
Based on the channel of the effects, the results reveal that the price effects predominantly originate from the 
efficiency channel. Both R&D intensity and capacity underutilization can be attributed to both efficiency and 
activity channels. 
 
On the second question, the results indicated that the estimated regression reveal a negative relationship between 
growth in energy intensity and lagged energy intensity (i.e., the initial level of energy intensity). This suggests 
thus that energy intensity converges (conditionally) for the 14 different industrial sectors in Sweden. The 
estimated function is linear, implying that the rate of convergence, which in this case is the gradient of the 
estimated function, is constant. This means that the rate of convergence in energy intensity to the respective 
steady states in Swedish industrial sectors cannot be assumed to vary with the level of energy intensity for the 
period covered by the data. 
 
Moreover, the gradient values reveal that the beta convergence in energy intensity stems from the activity 
channel rather than from efficiency channel. A plausible explanation for this result is that Swedish industry has 
experienced structural changes that have promoted energy intensity convergence across sectors. Part of this 
could be related to leakage of energy intensive production (e.g., newsprint mills) to other countries while instead 
re-importing energy- intensive goods. 
 
Conclusions 
The objective of this study was to provide a more in-depth understanding of industry sector differences in energy 
intensity and their determinants, and to test for convergence to understand if backward sectors have been 
catching up with leading sector in terms of energy intensity. Moreover, we were not only interested in testing the  
convergence hypothesis, but also in elaborating on the channels of convergence and the drivers of energy 
intensity, i.e., the extent to which they can be attributed to changes in energy efficiency and/or in economic 
activity. In addressing our objective, we utilized a unique sector level panel data and a reduced-form model, 
focusing on 14 Swedish industry sectors for the period 1990-2008. The model was derived from production 
theory; we also employed the Fisher ideal index technique to construct an energy intensity index, which can be 
perfectly decomposed into efficiency (technique) and activity (composition) components and used separately as 
the dependent variable for the non-parametric regression analysis. 
 
Interesting findings emerged from the analysis. First, from the energy intensity determinant model, input prices 
were shown to have had more profound effects (in terms of the absolute magnitudes of the elasticity values) on 
industrial energy intensity than R&D intensity and capacity underutilization. This suggests among other things 
that factor input mixes have played significant roles as drivers of energy intensity in Swedish industrial sectors 
relative to both R&D intensity and capacity underutilization. The insignificant impact of R&D intensity could be 
attributed to the relatively long period required for R&D expenditures to generate successful new technologies 
and processes. 
 
Moreover, we found that the channel of each of the price effects on energy intensity primarily stemmed from the 
efficiency channel. In the case of R&D intensity and capacity underutilization, the effects stemmed from both the 
efficiency and the activity channels. 
 
Second, we found evidence of beta convergence in energy intensity across Swedish industry sectors, and that this 
primarily could be attributed to the activity channel. The efficiency channel had a positive effect, thus suggesting 
energy divergence in efficiency, though the rate of the divergence parameter was rather small (0.05) relative to 
the convergence parameter (-0.2) from the activity component. This finding implies that during the studied time 
period, Swedish industry shifted away from more to less energy-intensive production, in part perhaps driven by 
moving energy-intensive manufacturing abroad. 
 
The results further revealed that in the convergence model, among the input prices, only the price of energy had 
a significant (in terms of magnitude) impact on the growth rate of energy intensity. The prices of capital and 
labor instead had insignificant effects on the growth rate of energy intensity. Higher prices of energy tend to 
trigger more energy efficiency or substitution into other inputs and this increases the negative effect of energy 
prices on the growth rate of energy intensity. In principle this means that higher taxes on energy is a potential 
option for policy makers to induce energy intensity reduction within the Swedish industrial sector, at least if the 
taxes are well designed to avoid unintended outcomes such as being too high and inducing firms to move part of 
their production elsewhere. 
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